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Disability Access and Inclusion Community Survey Report
Background
Every five years the City is required to update its Disability Access and Inclusion Plan (DAIP). The 2019
review includes a community survey and community workshop. The Community Survey ran from 31
January to 24 February 2019.
The Community Survey was promoted in a media release and in a series of social media posts. A
dedicated website page with links to the online survey and information on the location of hard copy
surveys was also published. Hard copies of the survey were available at the City Civic Centre,
Mullewa District Office, Geraldton Regional Library, QEII Seniors and Community Centre, Aquarena
and Geraldton Visitor Centre. The Survey and opportunity to participate in the survey was also
presented at the Disability Sector Interagency meeting. Emails inviting people to take the survey
were also sent to disability service providers, schools, community/sporting groups and the
community engagement database.

Survey Summary
The Disability Access and Inclusion Community Survey was taken by 106 members of the community
in which 24 submitted hardcopy surveys and 82 completed the survey online.
The majority of survey respondents, 85%, said they were either disabled, had a friend or family
member who was disabled, cared for a person with disability or was a disability service provider.
Overall, respondents felt the services the City provided and City owned building and facilities were
accessible for persons with disability.
Suggested service improvements included:



More control and issuing of fines for non-disabled people using ACROD bays.
More control and issuing of fines for vehicles parking on footpaths.

Suggested improvements to buildings and facilities included:




Wheelchair access at the QPT including access to the upper level, disabled toilets and
wheelchair parking in the theatre.
Providing additional change rooms (with hoist) and ambulant toilets at the Aquarena.
Providing additional ACROD parking bays at City facilities.

The majority of respondents said they attended City events and were able to participate.
Some of the improvements suggested included:



Providing additional ACROD parking bays near the main venue as a barrier or not blocking
access to existing ones.
Increase the number and placement of disabled toilets.

The majority of respondents said information about the City or on events and programs was easy to
find and understand, yet were concerned their feedback and complaints were not valued.
The biggest improvements over the last five years have been the construction/inclusion of disabled
facilities and amenities along the CBD and Beresford Foreshores and the new/renewed footpaths
throughout the City.
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About Participants
Of these respondents, one third are persons with disability, 49% either care for or know persons
with disability and 10% are disability service providers.
A disability service
provider
A friend of a person
with disability
A carer for a person
with disability
Other (please
specify)
A family member of a
person with disability
A person with
disability

11
A person with disability
11

33%

A family member of a person
with disability

15

25%

Other (please specify)
16

15%

A carer for a person with
disability
A friend of a person with
disability

27
35

14%
10%

A disability service provider

10%

Gender
Identify as
Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander

Male

28%

Female

72%

8%

No

Age
3%

12%

15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84

6%
14%

8%
17%

16%

Yes

24%

92%

Place of Residence
14
9
7

5

6
4

4

6
3

1

2

2

7
4

3
1

0

1

1

2
0

0

5

5
1

1

2
0

1

1

2

Beachlands
Beresford
Bluff Point
Cape Burney
Deepdale
Dongara
Drummond Cove
Geraldton
Glenfield
Greenough
Karloo
Mahomets Flats
Meru
Moonyoonooka
Moresby
Mount Tarcoola
Mullewa
Nargulu
Northampton
Rangeway
Rudds Gully
Spalding
Strathalbyn
Sunset Beach
Tarcoola Beach
Utakarra
Waggrakine
Walkaway
Wandina
Webberton
West End
Wonthella
Woorree

1

7
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City Events Accessibility
More than 70% of respondents said they had attended an events or festival in the City.
Yes
No
No response provided
Total

14%

77
14
15
106

Yes

13%

No

73%

No response provided

Australia Day and Sundays by the Sea were the events most attended by respondents.
Aquarena Family Fun Day
Fools Festival
Christmas on the Terrace
QPT Club Pizza Wine and Film
Night
Battle of the Bands
Geraldton Disability Support
Awards
Films of the Foreshore
Wind on Water Festival
Sundays by the Sea
Australia Day
No response provided

1
3
3
6

Australia Day

59%

Sundays by the Sea

34%

Wind on Water Festival

24%

Films of the Foreshore

10

17%

Geraldton Disability…

10%

10

Battle of the Bands

10%

17
26
36
63
27

QPT Club Pizza Wine…

6%

Christmas on the Terrace

3%

Fools Festival

2%

Aquarena Family Fun… 1%

The majority of the 78 respondents who answered the question regarding the accessibility and
exclusiveness of City events and festivals said they either agreed or strongly agreed they were
accessible and inclusive with the exception of ACROD parking availability or drop off areas being well
placed. (*SA: Strongly Agree *SD: Strongly Disagree)
Agree/*SA
83%
68%
73%
68%
34%
50%

I was able to participate in some event activities.
The services at the event met my particular needs.
Signage was easy to read and understand.
The event layout allowed for easy access.
ACROD parking and drop off areas were well placed.
Accessible toilets were easy to access.

Can’t say
8%
16%
12%
9%
27%
26%

Disagree/*SD
9%
16%
15%
23%
39%
24%

Reoccurring themes regarding access and inclusion at City events and festivals.
Inadequate vendors facilities
Lack of shaded seating
Ocean access limited
Staff/volunteers lack of training
Poor lighting
Maklan toilet keys needed
Non-disabled using disabled facilities
Limited no. of ambulant toilets
Signage inadequate
Use of Aslan on stage
Lack of access to/more ACROD parking…

1
2
1
1
1
2
5
8
3
1
10
4

City Services Accessibility
Respondents said the City services they used the most are the Geraldton Regional Library and the
QEII Seniors and Community Centre.
None
Building approvals
Recruitment/Employment
Rangers
Health and Waste
Facility bookings (i.e. halls,
parks, function rooms, etc...)
Visitor Centre
Website
Rates
Customer Services
QEII Seniors and Community
Centre
Library
No response provided

5
8
8
19
19

Library
QEII Seniors and…

39
53
31

37%

Customer Services

32%

Rates

27
28
28
31
34

50%

29%

Website

26%

Visitor Centre

26%

Facility bookings (i.e.…

25%

Health and Waste

18%

Rangers

18%

Recruitment/Employment

8%

Building approvals

8%

None

5%

Of the 74 respondents who rated services provided by the City, the majority said the Geraldton
Regional Library, QEII Seniors and Community Centre, overall Customer Services and the website
provided either good or very good access to services or met the needs of people with disability.
Geraldton Regional Library
QEII Seniors & Community Centre
Customer Services
Website
Facility Bookings
Visitor Centre
Health and Waste
Rangers
Rates
Building Approvals
Recruitment/Employment

Very good/good
78%
65%
64%
51%
49%
43%
43%
40%
30%
18%
8%

Average
9%
7%
14%
24%
15%
19%
11%
12%
17%
17%
11%

Poor/very poor
4%
4%
4%
6%
4%
4%
15%
8%
14%
10%
15%

Can’t say
9%
24%
18%
19%
32%
34%
31%
40%
39%
55%
66%

Almost half of respondents said they had not experienced difficulty accessing City services.
Yes, experienced difficulty
No, difficulty experienced
No response provided
Total

17
51
38
106

16%
36%

Yes
No

48%

No response provided
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The following comments were made regarding how the City could provide better access to services
or meet the needs of persons with disability.
Provide more mobility scooter charge points
Train staff to work effectively with disabled…
Improve animal control
Replace aged public computers/software
Provide computer literacy training

1
1
1
1
1

City Buildings & Facilities Accessibility
Respondents said the City buildings or facilities they visited the most are the Geraldton Regional
Library, Aquarena, parks, and reserves.
Art Gallery
Airport
Mullewa District Office
Other
Community Halls
Sporting facilities
Visitor Centre
Geraldton Multipurpose
Centre (GMC)
Civic Centre
QEII Seniors and
Community Centre
QPT
Parks/Reserves
Aquarena
Library
No response provided

1
1
5
16
21
29
30

Library

54%

Aquarena

52%

Parks/Reserves

44%

QPT

41%

QEII Seniors and Community…

41%

Civic Centre

31%

Geraldton Mulitpurpose…

32
33
43

30%

Visitor Centre

28%

Sporting facilities

27%

Community Halls

43
47
55
57
32

20%

Other
Mullewa District Office

15%
5%

Airport

1%

Art Gallery

1%

Other non-City owned buildings or facilities respondents said they visited include the basketball
stadium, Football ovals, beaches, softball ground and Spalding Tennis Club.
Less than half of the respondents said they had not experienced difficulty accessing City buildings,
facilities or amenities.
Yes, experienced difficulty
No difficulty experienced
No response provided
Total

17
51
38
106

16%
36%

Yes
No

48%

No response provided
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Reoccurring themes and comments regarding access to buildings and facilities for persons with
disability and possible improvements.
Lack of change facilities Aquarena

6

Overall QPT wheelchair access (lift,…

5

Lack of ambulant toilets Aquarena

5

More engagement with disabled persons

3

Visitor Centre aisles too small

3

More beach ramp/mats needed

2

Stairs at sporting grounds

1

Playgrounds should be more inclusive

1

Staff training to serve disabled people…

1

Replaced aged computers/software @ library…

1

Lack of ACROD parking at facilities and…

1

Lack of handrail at Civic Centre for queing

1

Of the 69 respondents who rated access features, the majority agreed all the features listed were
either important or very important to persons with disability.

An accessible toilet at the facility

Important/very Can’t
important
say
92%
4%

Not important/not at
all important
4%

A connecting pathway to the building entrance

90%

3%

7%

Easy to read signage

89%

6%

5%

Hand rails at stairs and ramps

84%

4%

12%

Facility access ramps

80%

6%

14%

An accessible change room at the facility

80%

14%

6%

Having ACROD parking bays close to the facility

79%

10%

11%

Comments regarding how the City could provide better access to buildings, facilities and amenities
to meet the needs of persons with disability.

Use low desks at customer service counters…

Disabled facilities should meet demand
Smooth footpaths to all amenities and facilities

1
1

2
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Receiving Information from the City
Talking to City staff and social and traditional media are the top three methods people use to access
information and find out about City events or programs.
Mayor's Facebook Page
Speaking with
Councillors
Letter from City

1

Social media

3

Newspaper advertisements

9

Talking to City staff

City newsletters

9

City website

Email from City

10

Word of mouth

Poster/flyers

16

Poster/flyers

Word of mouth

28

Email from City

City website

29

City newsletters

8%

Talking to City staff
Newspaper
advertisements
Social media

31

Letter from City

8%

30

Speaking with Councillors

35

Mayor's Facebook Page

33%
29%
28%

27%
26%
15%
9%

3%
1%

The majority of the 71 respondents who answered the question regarding accessing information and
finding out about City events and programs, either agreed or strongly agreed information was
accessible for people with disability. (*SA: Strongly Agree *SD: Strongly Disagree)
Agree/*SA

Can’t say Disagree/*SD

Information is easy to understand.

78%

11%

11%

Information is easy to see.

72%

13%

15%

Information is available in a format that meets the needs.

71%

20%

9%

Information is easy for me to find.

63%

21%

16%

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding access to information and finding out about City
events.

Use larger text

5

Advertise more

5

Online promotion misses non-computer users

3

Use more social media

3

Promote via existing networks

2
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Providing feedback or complaints and engaging with the City
Less than a third of respondents said they had provided feedback or made complaints to the City.
Number

Percentage

31

29%

21

20%

18
17
11
37

17%
16%
10%
35%

I have given feedback to the City (telephone, email, social media, in
person).
I have attended face-to-face or participated in online community
engagement activities (i.e. workshops, forums, surveys, information
sessions, etc…).
I have had no reason to complain or give feedback.
I have made a complaint to the City.
I have wanted to complain or give feedback, but have not yet done so.
No response provided

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding why people wanted to complain or provide feedback
but had not done so.
Will make no difference
Staff lack of understanding
Non-computer user

6
5
1

The most preferred methods of providing feedback or making complaints to the City was either by
email or in person.
City Twitter
Snap Send solve
Text via mobile phone
Letter
City website
City Facebook
Phone
In person at a City
facility
Email

1
2
7
7
10
16
18
26
34

Email
In person
Phone
Facebook
City website
Letter
Text via…
Snap Send…
City Twitter

32%
25%
17%
15%
9%
7%
7%
2%
1%

Of the 63 respondents who answered the question regarding how they felt when providing feedback
or making a complaint less than half said the process was successful for people with disability.
(*SA: Strongly Agree *SD: Strongly Disagree)
Agree/*SA Can’t say
Disagree/*SD
I felt listened to I felt
43%
41%
14%
I felt I was treated with respect
43%
39%
18%
I felt staff were flexible to my needs
40%
42%
18%
Reoccurring themes and comments regarding complaining or providing feedback to the City.
Feedback not valued

6

More engagement should be done
Lack of response from City

3
1
9

Accessing employment opportunities
Only 12% of respondents said they had inquired or applied for any positions at the City.
Work experience
Volunteer
Employment
Not enquired/applied
No response provided
Total

6%

0
6
13
44
43
106

Volunteer
Employment
Not enquired/applied
No response provided

12%
41%
41%

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding why inquiries about employment were not made or
applications submitted.
Too old or too young to be employed
Not able to work due to disability
No need to work or no interest in position
Employed elsewhere

10
6
5
4

Social media and the City website were the two most mentioned platforms for finding out about
employment opportunities with the City.
Centacare
QEII Centre
Already participating in program
Submitted application for future
positions
Asked City staff
Newspaper
Seek.com website
Word of mouth
City website
Social media

1
1
1
1
2
5
7
7
9
10

Social media
City website
Word of mouth
Seek.com website
Newspaper
Asked City staff
Submitted application…
Already participating in…
QEII Centre
Centacare

10%
9%
7%
%7
5%
2%
1%
1%
1%
1%

Of the 40 respondents who answered the question regarding their experience in seeking
employment with the City, the majority were not able to provide feedback on the process.
(*SA: Strongly Agree *SD: Strongly Disagree)

Agree/*SA
I was able to locate a job information pack
I found the application process easy
I found City staff approachable and helpful

13%
23%
25%

Can’t
say
74%
66%
68%

Disagree/*SD
13%
21%
7%

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding why employment with the City was not sought.
Jobs were for internal applicants only
To old or too young
Perception inclusion is not really meant
City not promoted as disability friendly
Too many documents needed
No drivers licence

3
3
2
1
1
1
10

Improving Access and Inclusion
More than half of respondents said they had been residents of the City for more than one year or
previously visited the City more than a year ago.
Yes

58

No

3

No response provided

Yes
42%

No
55%

45

Total 106

No response provided

3%

Less half of respondents said they had noticed improvements the City had made to access and
inclusion over the last five years.
Yes

44

No

14

No response provided

48

Yes
42%

45%

No
No response provided

Total 106

13%

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding what respondents believed the main improvements
have been.

Foreshore amenities and facilities

22

New and renewed footpaths

16

Beach wheelchair ramp

6

Additional ambulant toilets

5

QEII renovations

3

More ACROD parking bays available

2

There are more footpath access ramps

2

Signage is much better

1

Of the 44 respondents who stated they had noticed improvements the City had made to access and
inclusion over the last five years more than 70% said they had benefitted from these improvements.
Yes

36

No

13

27%

Yes
73%

No

11

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding how respondents believed they had benefitted.

Improved access to facilities and amenities

24

Improved amenities

13

Social connectiveness
Improved community/personal safety

3
2

Reoccurring themes and comments regarding how respondents believed access and inclusion could
be improved in the future.

Provide more footpath ramps/footpaths

6

Engage more with people with disability

6

Provide more ACROD parking bays

5

Enforce ACROD parking regualtions

4

Continue making places more accessible

3

Provide more beach access

2

Provide 'inclusive' events

2

Provide easier access to MLAK

2

Include access in design and planning

2

Improve lighting

1
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Comments re. access and inclusion at City events.
ACROD Parking - need more.
Signage could be improved. Toilets: limited number and access with key. Some night time activities
have poor lighting. Many of the food providers have high counters to serve customers.
Beach to water, wheelchair access.
If you don't have a key to the toilets a disabled person is unable to access the toilets at the foreshore.
Our grandson has autism - he finds the noise a challenge at public events with loud speakers.
Training for disabilities like ASD for officials and volunteers.
More inclusive sport and recreation.
Wheelchair ramps. Cleaner toilets.
Sometimes it's difficult to manoeuvre a wheelchair around the City where there are crowds of people.
I think there are many improvements being made which is fantastic. I believe with the number of
elderly increasing over the next 20 years, you could kill 2 birds with one stone by making toilets large
enough for ambulatory people. That would provide access to elderly with walking aids and mums with
small children who need a parent with them. The only other thing I'd like to say is to repeat what I've
been told recently from senior tourists with vans. They would like toilets in the RV area since the
nearest toilets are quite a walk. We have a lot of retired people come through, and many travel
through twice a year, so are repeat visitors. They are good for our economy, but can't walk far.
Can't get to disabled bays on the Foreshore during events. All bays are closed off to the public parking
I need a disabled bay and they aren't accessible due to closing them off. As I can't walk far, I don't
bother going anymore.
Due to the road closures access to the disabled parking was nil. Access to the disabled toilets was nil
at stow gardens.
Wheelchair accessible facilities are taken up by people who can walk perfectly well and the same with
wheelchair toilets - always occupied by people walking without any aids.
MAKE SURE THERE IS ALWAYS CLEAR AND EASY ACCESS FOR WHEEL CHAIRS.
Due to increased number of participants at events, extra ACROD parking could be made accessible.
Footpath near QEII Centre is treacherous.
Getting to and from events is sometimes the bigger issue, such as footpaths, pinch points on roads if
cycling or crossing roads on gophers.
Thoroughly enjoyed the Christmas Markets. Everyone seemed happy and the mall was easy to
navigate.
There is only a small amount of ACROD parking which is hard to find on big events.
I think it’s an absolute disgrace that we have one change room at the Aquarena with a bed that is
utilized by the elderly, special needs and not only for the physically disabled people. This change room
is great but when you have more than one person needing it in the hydro pool, which is specifically
for rehabilitation, the poor customers have to walk a mile to a busted disability toilet where you could
not swing a cat around let alone a wheelchair plus two people. It really annoys me that there is
potential to have another one or two change rooms in the hydro pool but unfortunately it is more
important to be utilised for storage. Just like all the other storage rooms everywhere around the area.
Our customers have a tight schedule and do not have time to be waiting for a family nor anyone who
is clearly capable to walk to change rooms or for people that are utilizing them for the proper
purpose! I hope this comment really goes further!
Generally, half measures with little regard for people with disabilities. Token at best and compliance if
no one notices
Most outdoor spaces are easily accessible I think.
More parking closer to events as during these events most of the close access parking is sectioned off
for authorised vehicles only. It is not good for people with special needs to have to park miles away
13

and walk long distances. Also, more shaded rest areas with seating are needed as most events are
spread along the foreshore and people are forced to sit on the limestone wall or on the grass in the
sun if they need a break. There are park benches but they are not shaded on sunny hot days.
No comments just love how our City involves disability into all activities around Geraldton.
When you are in a wheelchair and you go on the grass its difficult to get from point a to b. The electric
chairs are ok. Best thing for you to do is get in a wheelchair yourself and do like we have to do then
you will see the issues we have. There are not enough ACROD bays because we always have issues of
able bodies parking in them because it’s closer to drop things off or we were told their ACROD badge
must have fallen down. There isn’t enough signage for the disabled toilets I do not know where there
toilets are for us disabled people I know where the abled body toilets are. You are never consistent
with your parking person. Once in a blue moon checking Marine Terrace isn’t enough. Saturday a lady
who doesn’t have an ACROD parks in the ACROD bay for 3 hours while she is in Wandabake and ticket
person never pings these people. The time parking does show clearly how long you have before your
tyre is marked at the Sail Inn. Get in a wheelchair or a walking frame. Then you walk from sail inn to
the crosses over. You can’t without walking in the road which is super dangerous special when you get
someone honking at you. I’m happy to take you around show you some issues.
The City should not over reach in this area, the legal requirements should be met, any spending
exceeding the minimum legal requirements is wasteful and excessive.
There are a number of local families with deaf members and hard of hearing who would benefit from
Auslan interpreting at some events. Also, closed captions on media produced by CGG and films
screened would allow the large deaf and hard of hearing community to enjoy them. Some HoH people
may benefit from Bluetooth audio connectivity and other technological and visual assistance.
It’s sometimes very hard to get around on grass and up and down the hill at the GMC where events
are held. Also at times it’s very tight and hard to move around specially with a wheelchair/pram.
More controls on car parking, too few disabled spaces.
Toilets are often in obtuse places and already occupied.
Some kind of map for big events such as harmony day or Australia Day.
Definitely more disabled parking and access.
Shelter from weather, age of children at library is very good, safety from car thieves, bad behaviour,
swearing from Indigenous people at bus stop.

Appendix 2: Comments re. accessing City services, buildings, facilities & amenities.
Visitor Center is very small, difficult to move around.
More charge points for mobility scooters at either end or centre of Foreshore.
Swimming lesson, teacher continually change and no training for them in helping kids.
The toilets aren't very well lit and don’t have changing facilities.
Older people with disabilities and people that have chronic illness have trouble finding toilets when they
need them. There aren't as many as required. The toilets in the foreshore near the life savers isn't really
accessible and although it does most people, elderly, non-ambulant and ambulant impaired have
difficulty getting to a toilet within their limited range of ability.
Civic Centre - no place to sit or even a handrail to use while queueing.
Website due to inability to use computer.
Need another shower/toilet at the Aquarena. One Disabled shower is not enough.
Finding where to park - need more parking for disabled people.
Lack or no services, feeling of disconnection and if anything is offered the service is half measured and
ill-informed staff.
Beach ramp near foreshore ends in boggy sand. Lots of money spent on something that actually can’t be
used by those in a wheelchair.
Lack of recycling facilities, they seem to be scattered all over Geraldton.
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I use the computers in the QEII, it’s very frustrating when they either don't work or I forget that there's
only some connected to the printer. The printer can be very slow and the print is very light in colour.
Going along the street and dogs coming out at me and my service dog. I won’t walk in my
neighbourhood I now get taxi. People walking in the roads when there is footpaths and dressed head to
foot in black closes is an issue. Some Areas need CCTV cameras we need to make Geraldton safe again.
Disabled toilets at function centre at Stow gardens are separate to the function room with doors that
need physical opening. Sliding doors are more accessible for wheelchair use.
Website is not easy to navigate. You have to press too many buttons to get to some things and to me
the page lacks colour. If things are easy to use and colourful more people will use and enjoy it and even
tell others. A lot of the time you can’t reach rangers after hours, saying from my experiences. The
rangers are good they do know most of the dog laws, but they are just too soft to follow through or
don’t explain things enough, or properly to others and I do fully understand some people are rude and
nasty to the rangers and that is when they should always travel in twos and wear a camera. They don’t
need the bulker one the small ones work brilliantly.
Increase recycling and rubbish collection points.
Better training and equipment. Don't assume they know what to do.
More engagement with sport and recreation for people with disability.
More disability toilets.
I think we need to take care with location and planning the size of toilets. We need more of them. I think
strategic placement is key. The toilets near the foreshore park has toilets and showers which are useable
by everyone great location and access is easy for all. Perhaps wider consideration for the broader
community is the idea. I think while we're try to include people, we can best do that by making facilities
for everyone and we are including everyone without pointing out that they need inclusion. For example,
toilets everyone can use don't need signs pointing out that anyone is different at all.
More information pertaining to paid and volunteer positions for employment could be offered.
Describing the problems defines a solution.
City to provide more training for computer literacy.
More cleaner and practical change rooms.
Local businesses need more awareness on invisible disabilities, like autism! Also, some shops and all the
new trendy cafes can't fit a pram in let alone a wheelchair. Shops are so bright and play loud music,
which is upsetting for people with sensory needs and for the elderly.
Make more parking.
Engagement with people with current and informed cross community focus. Employment inclusion with
local government.
Wheelchair mats to beach.
Home collections for recycling a food waste like they have in Perth.
Regular maintenance and connect all the computers to the printer plus change the toner more often.
So many ways things can be changed to work better but it’s really something we would need to sit down
and talk and point things out to make sure all parties understand.
Don't be afraid to ask people with a disability what they need. Often you feel you're invisible particularly
if you have white hair (age discrimination).
QPT lift needed.
Our son has been a runner since he was little. Our biggest challenges when he was growing up was
keeping him safe within the parks, as very few have fencing. He is now older and we generally can
manage it better, but I know there are many children with autism who have the same tendency.
EASIER ACCESS TO ALL BEACHES.
Even, flat pathway surfaces.
Having enough facilities to meet demand.
Consideration of other disabilities including things like intellectual disabilities, etc…
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Geraldton do NOT have enough ACROD bays and there aren’t enough checking cards if they have the
right ACROD as there is red ACROD which means temporary so need to make sure you check their tag
date because people will keep using an expired tag. Also, abled body people park in the ACROD because
it’s close to the bottle shop. When you tell them we need the ACROD they are in and they don’t have a
tag we are called very colourful words. So we go home on them days.
Have customer services close to entries so I don’t have to walk long distances. Have low desks with
chairs at customer service desks not standing desks so those in wheelchairs can access and those who
can’t stand long can sit down. Automatic doors.
Occasionally lower noise and sensory overload events.
Difficulty getting in and out of 2 of the swimming pools.
QPT. Very difficult to get down the stairs to your seat. No disabled toilet sign on the door
QPT is terrible for chair users, ambulatory people and aged people. There are other examples, but the
buildings are in an area where access was not considered. I think newer faculties are much better
designs. There is temptation to minimize space, which makes manoeuvring chairs and walking aids very
difficult. I think it's important to allow for walking frames because we're going to see more of them used
in future
Toilet doors with automatic closing mechanisms are very difficult to open by somebody in a wheelchair
VISITORS CENTRE. NOT ENOUGH ROOM.
The Aquarena has only one change/toilet facility in the hydrotherapy pool area. This causes some
problems when supporting people with disabilities when the change room is unavailable and the
supported person has reached the time they should be in the water. Many supported people either
need the supplied bed for changing or have problems walking where going to the other change rooms
becomes a little hazardous. Furthermore, the supplied disability change room is quite small and
becomes cramped with two people and a wheelchair inside. The family room is big enough however
does not have a toilet which poses a problem for supported people. On some occasions, some
supported people have had to wait in the water an extra 20 minutes past the time allocated to water
exposure, this can bring on certain behaviours and medical episodes.
Would like to see the vacant land between Bosley Street and Eastbourne Road developed to include a
bike track with small mounds and jumps for the children in the area. More trees and get rid of the dead
wattle bushes.
Some of the older sports facilities still have steps. Not much equipment in parks for children in
wheelchairs to use.
Change rooms... disgusting.
QPT no wheelchair parking inside the building.
We have had ball come flying at the baseball park and hit the car as were trying to get out of the car and
the ground is badly uneven. I enjoy to help children with their sports.
QPT only 4 spots for the disabled in a wheelchair.
There is not enough play equipment for people with disabilities as well as beach access.
People illegally parking cars on footpaths, access/ graded sections of pavement)(e.g. at St George’s
Beach) making it difficult for people in wheelchairs to get past.
Spalding tennis club disabled parking too far from building, uneven ground.
Visitor center is very small, difficult to move around.
More change points for mobility scooters at either end or centre of Foreshore.
Swimming lesson teacher continually changes and no training for them in helping kids. The toilets aren't
very well lit and don’t have changing facilities.
No hoist at pool, only one disability change room in hydrotherapy pool can result in long waits.
If Geraldton bus not timely would need taxi to take me.
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Appendix 3: Comments re. accessing information about City events or programs.
Advertise more events.
I do not have a computer and can't afford to buy the paper. I never know when things are on.
Often find out about events in press after event. A 'What's On' Column could be placed in the MW
Times or flyers at the QEII.
Website is not always up to date, but TAFE staff work with CGG staff if information is required.
Holland Street School and Disability Services are good places to send information about City events, as
many parents/caregivers access these support services.
I'd like to see more people staying in Geraldton be able to learn about access to events and facilities.
I'd like to see information issued to the caravan parks and other places on boards at the RV parks etc.
MORE ADVERTISING IN ALL SHOPS,RADIO,TV etc.
Make it easier and ask for people’s feedback on upcoming events.
Information is difficult for visually impaired and computer illiterate.
All good.
They need to network public announcements to other local Facebook sites.
I usually have assistance from family or support staff to access information.
Correct and effective liaison staff and volunteers.
More advertisement of events.
Facebook seems to be the main spot to find information out.
I found out about events afterwards because there not easy to find as I don’t by newspapers.
It’s fine.
A lot of seniors are not computer savvy.
Visually impaired people may need a magnifier/large print, more memory buttons and big numbers
on telephone. Those with hearing loss and no hearing aids would like to sit up front.

Appendix 4: Comments re. complaining and providing feedback.
I do give feedback.
Don't think it would be understood and make any difference.
No have to engage disability advocacy service.
I have lived here for many years. I've had reason to receive awards at the QPT but couldn't sit with my
fellow students because of my wheelchair. I am ambulatory with a disability now, and I've had
complaints regarding the distance I've been expected to walk from an ACROD bay to a service. This
falls into general issues of Geraldton parking and the expectation that people can walk without issue.
It covers elderly people, mothers with prams and chronic illnesses as well. Areas of free parking only
advantage healthy people and disadvantage people with disability.
My complaint is about fairly "normal" people using wheelchair facilities. We simply do not fit into
usual facilities therefore, we cannot use them. This has on occasion, left me humiliated (as I ended up
wet). Not sure if complaining about it will improve the situation.
It’s hard to find who to talk to and when you find someone you are met with a bad attitude. Feels like
your thoughts and concerns for the city don’t matter.
Much of the information now is dependent on computers. Not all people have access to computers,
internet or ability to use it. The computer program used at the library disadvantages people because
it is not Microsoft Office and causes many problems for people needing to use that particular format.
The cheaper version the library provides is not good enough for people in some situations.
Cause it never gets done.
So poor that it would likely just add to offence.
Wheelchair ramp at beach not accessible. Beach wheelchair not been maintained.
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Need more clear pathways to places such as parks.
Didn't think it would make a difference.
Haven’t had to complain.
Over the years I have suggested things which I have found hard to do OR not able to get in to so I
don’t speak out because I went in once with my husband when he was still alive and I swear on the
bible the mayor at that time told the security to give us 5 minutes then ring say he had a meeting. See
being like myself who doesn’t hear I do lip read very well. So this is why to date I do not bother as I
don’t want to be treated like that again. So we stay home a lot.
Too busy with work life hours.
Because I suffer from MEMORY loss and I actually forget till weeks later then I'm dealing with my next
issue from MS.
Fear of repercussions.
Something needs to be done about treatment of disabled people at the airport.
There is a lot that I think is well done by the council - many improvements - parks are generally kept
well, beaches are kept clean, walkways are lovely.
Make it easy and provide anonymous avenue to prevent prejudice. Small communities make making
waves difficult.
They said you didn't listen to my complaints that is keep making different excuses.
I think for the most part feedback can be construed as irrelevant when referring to people in
minorities and sometimes I've felt that my opinion was not of value. There is more patience and
tolerance for opinions relating to people in forums specifically created for that purpose.
I would love to be more involved in issues around disability.
It may benefit the City if you meet with people with disabilities to get this type of information as due
to the fact many people need assistance with contacting the City, many problems go unheard as it
takes a carer, family member or support worker to assist. Holding a meeting will enable the City to
hear directly from the people.
Employee people who actually are about the well-being of the people and the place we live.
The staff are excellent, however the cost cutting in places such as the library does not help people
with financial disability with the software available on the public computers. It needs to be Microsoft
Office, otherwise the people are disadvantaged by the inferior software.
Staff are excellent to deal with.
Too tired. Hope for real change.
I used the disability toilet opposite the post office yesterday. The bin was full and overflowing with a
syringe on the top. I was pleased that I didn't have my grandson with me.
This new mayor seems genuine to want to help disabled people BUT he truly needs to get in a wheel
chair and go to places like the Sail Inn and go over to the ocean so he can see for himself the issues.
There honestly needs to be a higher presence of parking metre people and taking note of the ACROD
bay and more taxi ranks because the taxi rank at Woolworths being so close to the bottle shop its very
uncomfortable getting taxi when so many Indigenous are hanging out yelling and carrying on. Coles is
the same.

Appendix 5: Comments re. main improvements to access and inclusion.
Beaches.
Excellent in overall facilities.
Paths have been improved in the CBD. The town’s beaches and parks have greater access. More
ACROD parking bays have been created.
Footpaths. Lips are not great. There needs to be more attention given to lip heights
Beresford foreshore, up keep of paths. continual adding of footpaths and facilities.
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Wheelchair ramp into beach.
Foreshore.
More smooth footpaths.
The foreshore is the most obvious. I think we have probably still got parking and service access.
The Foreshore. It has to be complimented as it gives families a place for kids to play and families to
get together.
Footpaths and entry onto ocean for wheelchairs.
PATHWAYS AND SOME BEACH ACCESS WHICH ISN'T PROPERLY MAINTAINED.
Renovations at the QEII and air conditioning.
Foreshore, air conditioning in QEII and renovations.
The foreshore improvements are great for walks. The pathways are wide. However, I have noticed
there is limited playground apparatus for children with disabilities.
Access ramps.
Pathways and more available parking.
Foreshore facilities are excellent.
All beach fronts, toilet availability, footpaths, roads and kerbing, parks and general garden
beautification.
City foreshore very well planned and executed. Well done.
Footpaths.
More disabled toilets.
Work (painting, etc...) within the QEII Centre. Works on the foreshore development. Excellent work on
parks and gardens.
Beach fronts, footpaths, roads and curbing, parks and gardens upkeep.
The wide paths along the foreshore.
Disabled change room at foreshore.
Beach ramp at front beach.
Foreshore improvements.
The Foreshore.
The Beresford Foreshore.
Ramp down the foreshore to the ocean for wheelchairs, toilets, footpaths.
The changes along the ocean front where the water keep washing the sand away and finally
Geraldton got it right after how much money… a few million.
Beresford foreshore.
The shops installing ramps, foreshore.
Better ramp access and the beach ramps.
Non-trip footpaths, footpaths at Drummond Cove.
Wheelchair beach access, accessible change rooms on front beach.
Beach pathways.
The recent improvements to dunes walk and foreshore a great improvement to safety and travel to
QEII Centre to Hosken Street Bluff Point.
Road signage, buttons at intersections, some smoother walking paths, cutting overhanging branches
and prickly bushes.

Appendix 6: Comments re. benefits received from improvements.
Access.
Outdoor venues great for get togethers. Foreshore amazing for all generations.
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Staff and students have visited the CBD, parks and beaches and used these facilities.
I can get places on my mobility scooter.
Get to enjoy family days more.
Easily accessible by wheelchair.
The foreshore paths and toilets.
My husband uses the Foreshore to walk our dog as I am unable to but I enjoy just sitting and watching
kids enjoying themselves.
Easy walking.
EASIER ACCESS IN SOME PLACES.
Building is cooler.
Cooler QEII Centre.
We can go for long walks along the foreshore and not block the majority of the paths with
wheelchairs.
Possible access versus previously impossible access.
Makes it easier for them. Less worry of finding a suitable place to get in and out of their vehicle.
Accessibility and inclusivity.
Great access to facilities and foreshore.
New toilet within Seniors - disability.
Pleasure to use and view.
Easier to walk along the foreshore.
Access to change room.
Access.
Wheel chair accessible.
Better walking and facilities on the Beresford Foreshore.
Toilets at Northgate & Stirlings. Footpaths.
Social areas.
Just entering.
Been able to take my customers to more places.
We can walk safely without worrying about cars.
Easy for wheelchair.
Less journey time, more safety, comfortable service, less wear and tear on gopher.
Safety, more confidence.

Appendix 7: Comments re. future access and inclusion improvements.
More toilets.
Rules about parking for seniors only at QEII be upheld. Maybe members could be issued with a card
for display. No card no park.
More disability toilets around the community.
Better fines for people parking in disabled bays, and fines for parking on footpaths.
Easier access to toilet keys for the foreshore.
Have disability coordinator for events. A person who relates with vendors/suppliers and disable
people on the day. They can also correspond with service providers.
Ramps and showers at school and on buses.
As I said before, I think we need to move beyond "inclusion", past the focus on a minority and instead
progress our focus onto "everyone" web we plan and design facilities.
Don't put all barriers up at every function especially for disabled people.
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By fining people who do not abide by signage - and post it on social media (for starters. This will prove
that you are serious).
MORE BEACHES TO ACCESS.
More amenities at places frequented by people with disabilities and possibly more consultation with
groups and families supporting children with disabilities. Also, it would be extremely beneficial to
have sensory equipment along the foreshore (i.e. touch, hear and smell). The City provides great
equipment for exercise however there are many people with disabilities that are limited with the
activities they can participate in but appear to benefit from sensory based items.
Have staff move through the City with a disabled person to personally experience their problems (as
Chris Kerr organised several years ago.
Less curbs, more wheelchair accessible places.
I would like to see more open discussion with people with a disability who have access issues. They
will tell you exactly what they need for inclusion.
Look at the digital age items such as improving digital access to those without the means to access a
computer. Learning to use one creates a cycle of embarrassment to people because they are being
excluded and left behind.
A public toilet in Marine Terrace.
This would be hard to better.
More disabled parking bays.
Publish plan for rejuvenating city centre. There must be an overall long-term plan.
More events towards inclusion. Co-work with people with disabilities, their families and service
providers more.
By adding way more ramps to get up to footpaths especially in the ACROD parking.
Lots of toilets.
Yes more disable places.
By active engagement with all people of difference.
More paths. More sensory/autistic friendly public areas.
Need to keep racing bikes off the Beresford footpath and limit the speed.
Just always include and think of disability people when wanting to improve...
The key to any place that is so tranquil like the ocean and sandy beach. Is there is NEVER enough
parking or ACROD bays. the amount of parking in the new ocean areas looking like your expecting any
one to use the beach or the things you have put down there.
Make it law.
Giving each service provider a key to the change facilities would be fantastic.
By making all beaches parks events and venues disability friendly.
More money spent at Drummond Cove for paving.
Make buildings and events accessible for those unstable on their feet, occasional events for sensory
overload people.
Lighting in current dark spots.
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